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Listener reviews:        
 

  Whisper Hollow, by Chris Cander 

‘’! Didn’t want to stop listening. Narrator was perfect. Would like to listen to more 
from this Author.’’    
-Audible listener “Minime”   
Performance:  5 stars 

 
The Caregiver’s Guide to Dementia, by Gail Weatherill  
“Nicely done. Good info and good performance. Done with a humanizing touch 
and additional focus on caregiver.”   
-Audible listener “HappyHeathen” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 

Anne Frank and Me, by C. Bennett and J. Gottesfeld 
“The reader was excellent, she held my interest and my imagination. Her 
narration kept me in step with every word she spoke.”   
-Audible listener “M. J. Lowry” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 
 
The Secret History of Kindness, by Melissa H. Pierson 
“Dog training, yes. But so much more. I particularly enjoy the narrator, easy 
listening and understandable.”   
 -Anonymous Audible listener 
Performance:  5 stars 
 

 
Ariana:  A Novel, by Edward Stewart 
“great narrator… learned a bit about opera.”    
 -Audible listener “M. Scovack” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 
 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Decoding the New Consumer Mind, by Kit Yarrow 
“Very helpful book that's easy to follow but also very informative and thought 
provoking.” 
 -Audible listener “Xiao” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 

 
Requiem for a Female Serial Killer, by Phyllis Chesler 
“Fascinating book! …The narrator did a great job.”   
-Audible listener “Dennis Y.” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 
 

 
The Triumphs of Justine, by Kenneth V. Bloom 
“…love the narration voice and how the world and characters keep coming 
alive!! keep wanting to know... what happens next!”    
-Audible listener “T. Parks” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 
 
Adolescence – A Parent’s Guide, by Tara Egan DEd 
“ I liked the Say This Not That- I'm reactionary so it helps. Can wait to see how 
effective this will be as mine go through these stages.”   
-Audible listener “Tamy” 
Performance:  5 stars 
 

 

Riley Mack and the Other Known Troublemakers,  
by Chris Grabenstein 
“This story was well-written and extremely well performed it reminded me of a 
Hardy boys or Nancy Drew mystery.”  -Audible listener “Teresa L.”  
Performance:  5 stars 
 

 
Our Lady of Infidelity:  A Novel of Miracles, by Jackie Parker 
“This book…it is tender. compelling, layered and memorable.”   
-Audible listener “Debra” 
Performance:  5 stars 
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